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A message from the dean

The University of Southern Mississippi Libraries
are bustling again this year as students and faculty
utilize the physical spaces and vast collections, both
electronic and print, that are designed to advance student
success and faculty teaching and research. We know rich
learning environments include reliable information that
teaches students how to find, evaluate and effectively use it. Students use
information to build a skillset they can apply to become employable and
emerge as leaders in their communities. Faculty use information to create
effective ways to engage students with the curriculum and support their
research toward developing new knowledge. University Libraries provides the
spaces and resources to advance these efforts so students will be successful.
Our library faculty and staff provide the expertise and personal touch
on how to access and use our library resources. This year, we will be
implementing a new software platform to better manage our collections and
provide better access to our holdings. We will also be moving forward with
plans to remodel spaces in Cook Library to be more inviting and comfortable
for students to use. As we continue to reimagine how we operate and invest
in our collections and services, students will benefit from a better learning
experience through easier access to information.
Do not hesitate to visit and take full advantage of our libraries on the Gulf
Coast at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and the Gulf Park campus,
as well as the Cook and McCain Libraries on the Hattiesburg campus.
Each location provides excellent service from dedicated professionals who
understand the needs of the academic community. We also serve the
community at large and encourage everyone to join the Friends of the
University Libraries by visiting our website at friendsofuniversitylibraries.com.

John Eye
Dean of University Libraries
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ABOUT UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
University Libraries provides a dynamic physical and virtual learning environment that
supports the intellectual development and creativity of the university community. Joseph

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES AIMS

Anderson Cook Library, Special Collections, the Gulf Coast Library, and the Gunter Library

T O C R E AT E A N I N F O R M AT I O N -

support the research, teaching, learning and service of the university’s faculty, staff and

R I C H E N V I R O N M E N T T H AT
FOSTERS THE INTELLECTUAL
D E V E L O P M E N T A N D C R E AT I V I T Y
OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
BY PROVIDING SERVICES,
COLLECTIONS AND OTHER
RESOURCES TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THE UNIVERSITY’S STUDENTS,
F A C U LT Y, S T A F F A N D O T H E R
RESEARCHERS IN A CHANGING
ACADEMIC LANDSCAPE.

at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory offer services that meet information needs and
students. An extensive website provides access to the Libraries’ holdings, including fulltext and article databases, electronic journals and books, and digitized collections and
services, such as reference and research assistance, tutorials and document delivery.

Joseph Anderson Cook Library
The Joseph Anderson Cook Library contains the principle holdings of books, journals, microforms, music, media
and other materials, which support the research and instructional programs of the university. Cook Library
has five floors of book stacks, study areas and computers, and access is provided to over five million books and
microforms and over 150,000 journals. Library services, such as circulation, reference and interlibrary loan,
can be found on the first and second floors with the collections being housed on all five floors.

Special Collections
Special Collections offer a variety of historical resources ranging from 15th-century illuminated manuscripts
to Civil War letters, civil rights documents and current Mississippiana. The University of Southern
Mississippi’s Special Collections are located in the William David McCain Library, built in 1976. Four units
comprise Special Collections: University Archives, Rare Books and Mississippiana, Historical Manuscripts
and the de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection. Research services are directed from the Cleanth
Brooks Reading Room and are available to the public and University community. Materials are discoverable
through the online catalog and additional descriptive finding aids.

Gulf Coast Library
The Gulf Coast Library, located on the Gulf Park campus in Long Beach, has print and non-print materials
that support the research and curriculum needs of the students, faculty and staff. All of the University
Libraries’ electronic holdings are accessible to the students on the Gulf Coast, and materials are available
for campus-to-campus loan. The Gulf Coast Library includes 37,000 volumes of curriculum resource
materials and provides study space and access to computers throughout all three floors of the facility.

Gunter Library
Gunter Library, located in the Richard L. Caylor Building at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory (GCRL)
in Ocean Springs, provides technical information for the research staff, resident faculty and students. A
collection of 1,663 print journals and over 30,000 books, reprints, reports and gray literature, environmental
impact statements; fishery management plans; and other materials supporting the research and teaching
done by the Division of Coastal Sciences and GCRL scientific staff are available to support research,
education and services in the coastal sciences.
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University Archives entered the final phase of its
campus-wide records management program, the first of
its kind in the state that is approved by the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History. Campus outreach
efforts included a series of presentations at faculty
meetings, a webinar co-sponsored
with the Association of Office
Professionals, and a presentation for
University Libraries.

A major responsibility of research
librarians is teaching library
instruction sessions, designing
library assignments and lesson
plans, and assisting students
specifically with their research
assignments in those courses.
During the summer of 2017, an instruction retreat was held for librarians with teaching duties to grow as instructors and
foster growth of instruction skills within the organization. Areas of emphasis were student learning assessment and selfreflection. An online guide for library instruction was created to store and share resources related to information literacy
instruction at the Southern Miss Libraries.

In January 2018, University
Libraries formally launched its
research data management (RDM)
support service, accompanied
by a new website. In preparation
for this new service, the Libraries hosted an instance
of the Association of College and Research Libraries
roadshow, “Building Your Research Data Management
Toolkit: Integrating RDM Into Your Liaison Work.” The
one-day workshop was required for research services
faculty and selected library technology staff and
optional for all others. The Libraries’ RDM team is now
prepared to offer researchers assistance with things
such as preparation of a data management plan in
conjunction with an application for funded research.

University Libraries and the Office of the Provost
partnered to support faculty with grant funding to adopt,
modify or create open textbooks or other open educational
resource textbooks to take the place of the traditional
textbooks used in their classes. The benefits to using library
resources or free authoritative resources to supplement
course instruction include the ability for faculty to customize
the texts to their own teaching methods, allowing students
to access the texts at no cost, providing higher learning and
engagement in the classroom, and introducing students to
library resources that have been selected to support the
teaching and learning objectives of the course.

R E N OVAT I O N A N D R E M O D E L I N G O F T H E
C AY LO R B U I L D I N G , H O M E TO G U N T E R
L I B R A R Y, B E G A N I N J A N UA R Y 2 018 .

Historical Manuscripts had access to acquisition funds
through the Culpepper endowment to purchase items
documenting the antebellum and civil rights eras. Historical
Manuscripts also received funding for the processing of
the Stovall Family papers. The general Special Collections
endowment allowed for the purchase of 282 additions to the
Rare Books and Mississippiana collection. Highlights include

++
++

A rare album featuring civil rights songs from the 1960s;

++

Rare Mississippi cookbooks published before 1960;

++
++
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An album featuring Charles Hickson telling the story
of his alleged alien abduction in Pascagoula in 1973;

++
++

In conjunction with the Office of the Provost, Aquila
began recognizing faculty with new publications at a
reception held in the fall and spring semesters. Aquila
works closely with University faculty to generate
partnerships and encourage them to deposit their
publications in Aquila where possible to maximize their
use and discovery. Researchers from all over the world
download items in Aquila daily.

Paperback and popular editions of William Faulkner’s
works, including British imprints;

++
++

++

Continuing to provide GCRL faculty, students and staff
with superior service and resources;
Insuring the conservation and preservation of
Gunter Library’s print collection—books, journals
and archival materials, which were remaining in the
Caylor Building; and
Providing resources and space for library staff.

The temporary space includes both study space and
computer access.

Early Mississippi city histories, including a 1905
history with local directory from Winona, Mississippi;
All new University Press of Mississippi books relating
to the state’s history and culture; and
A hard-to-find book about the history of Miss
Neshoba County.

Dr. Alan Thompson, an associate professor of criminal
justice, completed the first original open textbook, An
Introduction to Police Operations and Methods: The
Connection to Law and History, utilizing resources provided
by co-author, Anne Hudson, librarian for arts and letters.
The textbook is available in Aquila, the University’s
Institutional Repository, managed by University Libraries.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, ANNUAL REPORT, FY 2017-18

In late December 2017, Gunter Library staff, services and the
reference collection moved into trailers on the northwest side
of the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory (GCRL) site. The major
goals of the move for Gunter Library were

CREATING AN INFORMATION-RICH ENVIRONMENT

Gunter Library and the Division of Coastal Sciences
hosted an ice cream party for graduate students as part
of Graduate Student Appreciation Week. Students enjoyed
ice cream and participated in a trivia contest based on fun
facts about their fellow students. The Gulf Coast Research
Laboratory is home to the Division of Coastal Sciences
(School of Ocean Science and Engineering) with over 40
master’s and PhD students enrolled in the program.

7

University Libraries
Debuts Redesigned
Websites

Aquila Achieves
One-Millionth
Download

University Libraries’ website underwent a major redesign during
the 2017 summer and fall semesters. The process began when
the website’s homepage debuted its new look. A great deal of
effort has been made to ensure that the website is user-friendly
and an ideal starting point for members of the Southern Miss
community who are conducting research or engaging in other
teaching and learning activities.

Aquila, the University’s institutional repository, achieved
its one-millionth full-text download in the fall of 2017.
Aquila houses research and scholarship created by
Southern Miss faculty, staff and students, and most of
its content is open access, making it freely available to
researchers. Since its launch in January of 2012, items in
Aquila have been downloaded by individuals from 27,708
different institutions in 231 countries across six continents.

In spring 2016, members of the Libraries’ Web Committee
conducted a usability test of the website and used the
results to inform the redesign process. Usability testing is a
technique used to evaluate a website that determines if it is
organized in a way that is intuitive. The test involved asking
six representative patrons from each of four key stakeholder
groups – undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty
and library employees – to use the website to perform everyday
tasks, such as finding a book, finding an electronic journal article,
and locating each library’s weekday hours. The study helped to
identify any troublesome or confusing features firsthand and
ultimately helped make the website easier to navigate for newer
patrons. The new web design went live in the fall of 2017.
In the spring of 2018, the Libraries’ Special Collections site
revealed its new design. The design streamlines navigation of
the site and enhances access to the collections – including a new
“chat” reference feature - while retaining such patron favorites as
the Item of the Month.
In addition, ArchivesSpace, an open source web application
for managing archives information, was implemented for
Special Collections’ web services. The application is designed
to support core functions in archives administration, such
as accessioning; description and arrangement of processed
materials, including analog, hybrid and born-digital content;
management of authorities (agents and subjects) and rights;
and reference services.
In the summer of 2018, University Libraries migrated the entire
website to a new server, which is hosted in the MODX Cloud. By
migrating to this new server, the Libraries’ site will be housed
in a more secure and stable environment that provides built-in
future proofing with support for the latest version of MODX and
PHP, a server-side programming language.

Aquila began as a joint venture between University Libraries,
the Office of Research and the Office of the Provost and was
originally conceived as a means of preserving and displaying
faculty publications. As Aquila grew and its capabilities
became more familiar, it became the repository for student
works, event recordings, committee minutes and resolutions,
and even served as a publishing platform for academic
journals. Now in its sixth year, Aquila also includes research
datasets and open textbooks.

"We are celebrating the fact
that there are one million
instances where members of
the Southern Miss community
have been able to make
an impact ... through the
research that they’ve done."
“Each download represents an instance where someone
has utilized a resource created by one of our faculty,
staff or students. So when we celebrate a million
downloads, we are celebrating the fact that there are one
million instances where members of the Southern Miss
community have been able to make an impact, whether
down the street or across the world, through the research
that they’ve done,” said Josh Cromwell, University
Libraries’ institutional repository coordinator.
To view downloads taking place all around the world, visit
aquila.usm.edu and check out the readership map on the
home page.

Science Café Series
P r e s e n t e d at C o o k , G u l f
Coast and Gunter Libraries
University Libraries’ Science Café program is an
opportunity to participate in lively discussion and
engaging conversations about science in a casual,
welcoming and informal environment. The 2017-18
program highlighted health, marine sciences, entomology,
and celebrated the 70th anniversary of the Gulf Coast
Research Laboratory Field Program.
++ Living Shorelines, Marine Debris
and Master Naturalists
Gunter Library
++ Mosquitoes: Public Health Entomology
Gunter Library
++ The Science of Cycling
Cook Library
++ GCRL Summer Field Program 70th Anniversary
Gunter Library
++ Sea Turtles
Gunter Library
++ Encouraging a Healthier Lifestyle in 2018
Gulf Coast Library
++ Oyster Gardening
Gunter Library
++ The Mystery and Science of Geophagy
Gunter Library
++ The Secret Life of Zika
Gulf Coast Library
The 2017-18 Science Café series was presented by
Tracy Englert, Cook Library; Adrienne McPhaul, Gulf
Coast Library; and Joyce Shaw, Gunter Library.
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By the Numbers
ENTRANCE COUNT

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE DESK TRANSACTIONS

631,899

9,842 Cook Library
2,553 Gulf Coast Library
505 Gunter Library (including research consultations)

Cook Library

71,471

Gulf Coast Library

7,975

Gunter Library

LOANS

21,435
Cook Library

3,884

Cook Library

1,170

TITLES ADDED TO THE CATALOG FOR...
LIBRARIES AND COLLECTIONS

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

ONLINE RESOURCES

23,863

55 with 61 people

234 attended by 4,021

759

595

26,423

14 with 16 people

47attended by 672 people

1,202

37

1,478

Cook Library

people - Cook Library

Gulf Coast Library

Gulf Coast Library

23 attended by 233 people
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
61 / 28.6%

Cook Library

Rare Books

Curriculum Materials Center and
Juvenile Literature at Cook Library

E-books

Mississippiana

E-journals

Gulf Coast Library

Historical Manuscripts
and Archives

75

4,076

Curriculum Lab and Juvenile
Literature at Gulf Coast Library

Other Electronic
Resources

de Grummond
Collection

122

15 / 7%

Gunter Library at GCRL

Science and Technology

Arts and
Letters

5 / 2.3%
Nursing

11 / 5.2%
Health

Gunter Library

11 / 5.2%
Honors College

PRINT RESERVE ITEMS
CHECKED OUT

ITEMS BORROWED FROM OTHER INSTITUTIONS

3,593
Cook Library

1,487

694

Gulf Coast Library

688

Gunter Library

24 / 11.3%
Education and
Psychology

Cook Library

10

E-books available

1,554

220

Gulf Coast Library

Volumes held (all formats)

172,818

3,446

Gulf Coast Library

103

Titles held (all formats)

1,825,509

CLASSES, WORKSHOPS
AND TOURS

Gunter Library

8,307

1,470,327

RESEARCH
CONSULTATIONS

Gulf Coast Library

ITEMS USED IN-HOUSE

LIBRARY
HOLDINGS

77 / 36.2%
English Composition

9 / 4.2%
Business

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, ANNUAL REPORT, FY 2017-18

ITEMS LOANED TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS

1,397
Cook Library

134

Gulf Coast Library

ITEMS DELIVERED TO
DISTANCE EDUCATION
STUDENTS

152 Cook Library
N/A Gulf Coast Library

155

Gunter Library

CREATING AN INFORMATION-RICH ENVIRONMENT
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St u d e n t- C u r at e d E x h i b i ts
Special Collections created an exhibits program
that allows students the oppor tunity to curate
mini-exhibits featuring materials from the
Libraries’ collections. Students learn how to select
items for display, install the materials, write
labels and exhibit text, and publicize the exhibit.
The exhibits are displayed in the Cleanth Brooks
Reading Room in McCain Library and Archives
throughout the spring, summer and fall semesters.
As a result of collaborative efforts between the Gulf Coast Library,
Academic Success Center, and the Office of the Vice Provost of
the Gulf Park campus, the Gulf Coast Library 24/7 Study Room
opened in January of 2018. The room, located on the first floor of
the Gulf Coast Library, is equipped with spaces for quiet individual
work and for conversational small group work; is furnished with
modular tables outfitted with electrical outlets for use with personal
mobile devices, bar-style tabletops and chairs; and contains a
treadmill desk, wepa print station, computers, restrooms, a security
camera and a telephone.

Special Collections sponsored “Data
Analytics in the Humanities,” a workshop
presented by Randi Ramsden, National
Digital Newspaper program coordinator
at the Wisconsin Historical Society. The
workshop provided hands-on experience in harvesting and
processing bulk data and an analysis of the data through a
humanities lens. Ramsden presented the workshop while on
campus conducting research at University Libraries on her
master’s research topic, the White Community Project, an
initiative led by Southern students during Freedom Summer.
Special Collections also hosted science writer, Sarah
Campbell, as a guest lecturer. The author of The Wolfsnail:
A Backyard Predator, Mysterious Patterns: Fibonacci
Numbers in Nature and Growing Patterns: Finding Fractals
in Nature, Campbell presented exercises that help children
recognize patterns in nature. The lecture was open to
educators and others who work with children.
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“Open These Hallowed Doors:” The
Desegregation of Public Libraries in
the American South was presented by
Dr. Wayne Wiegand, distinguished historian
of libraries and F. Williams Summers,
professor emeritus of library and information
studies, Florida State University. His book,
The Desegregation of Public Libraries in the
Jim Crow South (co-authored with Shirley A.
Wiegand), was the first substantial work to
document the Hattiesburg library protests of
August 1964. The event was made possible by
support from the Friends of University Libraries,
with additional help from the university’s
Honors Forum, the Hattiesburg Public Library,
the School of Library and Information Science,
and the Center for the Study of the Gulf South.

Land Pirates and Lawlessness in 19th Century Mississippi, curated by English PhD student (and spring 2018 graduate) Todd Gray, revisits
criminal activity in Mississippi from the early 1800s to mid-century. During this period, parts of Mississippi were considered the frontier.
The Mississippi River, Natchez Trace and south Mississippi served as the backdrops for the criminal exploits of such infamous highwaymen
as the Harpe brothers, Samuel Mason, John A. Murrell and James Copeland. The exhibit features novels, illustrations and historical
accounts of this raucous period in Mississippi.
Putting the “Able” in Disabled: Representation of Disabilities in Children’s Literature, curated by undergraduate English major Sara
Ditsworth, explores the depiction of mental and physical disabilities in children’s literature. The exhibit shows the everyday lives of those
with disabilities through photographs and books celebrating diversity and inclusivity.
Elevating the Ignoble: The Southern Cookbook as a Medium for Cultural Expression and Identity, curated by School of Library and
Information Science graduate student Rachel McMullen, looks at stereotypes of the American South in relation to culinary traditions. Many
of the stereotypes that are directed at the South’s culinary habits have helped lead a concerted effort to recapture Southern identity, as
it is harshly defined by curious spectators, and concoct a new image by serving up seductive, distinctly Southern cuisine. The cookbooks
included in this exhibit do just that by both embracing and celebrating the misconceptions that plague the Deep South to redefine its
eccentricities as endearing attributes worthy of the highest level of commemoration: a place at the table.

Southern Miss Institutional Repository Conference
At a spring 2018 Gulf Coast Research
Laboratory Science Café held at the Ocean
Springs Municipal Library (OSML), over 50
people celebrated a special project created
by “The Friday Fiber Arts” class at OSML
for Gunter Library. Krista Ross, an educator
in Mobile, Ala., who participated in NOAA
Down Under Out Yonder, a program for K-12
educators, spoke about her experience diving,
learning to identify fish and coral, and exploring
the beauty of the Flower Garden Banks
National Marine Sanctuary (FGBNMS). The
FGBNMS is one of the few places where deepwater coral live in the Gulf of Mexico.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, ANNUAL REPORT, FY 2017-18

The Southern Miss Institutional Repository Conference (SMIRC) is an opportunity for Institutional Repository (IR) managers to come
together and learn about new ideas and strategies that their colleagues are using at their institutions to meet the needs of their faculty,
staff and students. It is also a chance for institutions that do not currently have an IR to discover the benefits that an IR can offer in terms
of promoting the scholarship and research of their universities.
SMIRC consists of speakers, panel discussions and workshops that address topics ranging from the basics of IRs to new ideas for longtime
IR managers. The presentations also include speakers who use a variety of different IR platforms, thus allowing attendees to compare the
different options that are available to them.
SMIRC 2018 was held in April and featured Leila Sterman, scholarly communication librarian at Montana State University, as the keynote
speaker. Additionally, the two-day conference highlighted research from scholars around the country who addressed topics ranging from
the basics of institutional repositories to new ideas for longtime IR managers.
The 2018 conference was attended by 63 people, representing 28 institutions from 14 states and Canada.

FOSTERING INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND CREATIVITY
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3 2 nd A n n u a l E z r a J a c k K e at s B o o k A w a r d :
C e l e b r at i n g N e w Ta l e n t i n C h i l d r e n ’ s L i t e r at u r e

Deborah Pope, executive director of the Ezra Jack Keats
Foundation, said, "It is a joy each year to recognize
and encourage new writers and illustrators who create
beautiful books for the multicultural children of America
through the Ezra Jack Keats Book Award. The increase in
the award this year reflects our dedication to increasing
diversity in children's literature. It also serves to bring
greater attention to artists who, like Ezra, seek to inspire all
children to achieve their full potential—which I believe will
strengthen and enrich our country."

The Ezra Jack Keats Foundation, in partnership
with the de Grummond Children's Literature
Collection at The University of Southern
Mississippi, presented the 32nd annual Ezra
Jack Keats Book Award at the Fay B. Kaigler
Children’s Book Festival on April 12, 2018.
The Ezra Jack Keats Book Award is a national
award given to a writer and an illustrator early
in their careers for their outstanding work. The
de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection
has been administering the award with the
Ezra Jack Keats Foundation at the Children’s
Book Festival since 2012.
The winning new writer and new illustrator each received $3,000, triple the amount awarded in previous years, and a bronze medallion
and were announced at the 2018 Book Festival’s Keats Awards luncheon on April 12.

In addition, the 2018 Ezra Jack Keats Book Award honor winners
include the following:
NEW WRITER HONORS

The 2018 Ezra Jack Keats
Book Award winner for New
Writer is Derrick Barnes for
Crown: An Ode to the Fresh
Cut, illustrated by Gordon C.
James and published by Agate
Bolden/Denene Millner Books.

++
++
++

Rachael Cole, for City Moon (illustrated by Blanca Gómez,
published by Schwartz & Wade)
Jessixa Bagley, for Laundry Day (illustrated by Jessixa Bagley,
published by Roaring Brook Press)
Elaine Magliaro, for Things to Do (illustrated by Catia Chien,
published by Chronicle Books)

NEW ILLUS TRATOR HONORS

++
++
The 2018 Ezra Jack Keats
Book Award winner for New
Illustrator is Evan Turk for
Muddy: The Story of Blues
Legend Muddy Waters,
written by Michael Mahin and
published by Atheneum Books
for Young Readers.
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++

Gordon C. James, for Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut
(written by Derrick Barnes, published by Agate Bolden/
Denene Millner Books)
Bianca Diaz, for The One Day House (written by Julia
Durango, published by Charlesbridge)
E.B. Goodale, for Windows (written by Julia Denos, published
by Candlewick Press)

NEW WRITER HONOR AND NEW
ILLUS TRATOR HONOR

++

Bao Phi (writer) and Thi Bui (illustrator), for A Different Pond
(published by Capstone Young Readers)

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, ANNUAL REPORT, FY 2017-18

"The celebratory and thoughtful books of this year's EJK Book Award winners remind us of the joy and the enduring impact of Ezra's work.
We look forward to their continued, illustrious careers, writing and illustrating delightful children's books that make a difference," said
Ellen Ruffin, curator of the de Grummond Children's Literature Collection and the Keats Archive.
Award-winning author of the Merlin Saga, T.A. Barron, was the 2018 de Grummond Lecturer and presented the Ezra Jack Keats Book
Award at the Children’s Book Festival. Charlotte Jones Voiklis, author of Becoming Madeleine, a book about her grandmother, Madeleine
L'Engle, delivered the Keats Lecture. L’Engle and Keats were the top award winners for children’s literature in 1963. L’Engle’s book, A
Wrinkle in Time, won the Newbery Award, and Keats took home the Caldecott Award for Snowy Day. Both books are recognized as
classics of children’s literature.

Dav P i l k e y R e c e i v es T h e U n i v e rs i t y
of Southern Mississippi Medallion
Dav Pilkey, author of the award-winning and bestselling series Captain
Underpants and Dog Man, was the 50th recipient of the Southern Miss
Medallion, the top award given annually at the Fay B. Kaigler Children’s
Book Festival.
On April 12, University President Rodney D. Bennett formally presented the
Medallion to Pilkey. Following the presentation, Pilkey spoke to hundreds of
teachers and school librarians from across the region and country.
While in Hattiesburg, Pilkey spoke to over 1,500 area schoolchildren
and generously waived his speaking fee in order to provide copies of his
latest book in his Dog Man series, while also giving out gift certificates
for the kids to purchase more of their favorite reading material. He
shared with them the story of his path to becoming one of the most
successful writers and illustrators of children’s books and encouraged
his audience to make reading an important part of their lives.
Pilkey and his wife, Sayuri, aim to inspire children to read instead of
turning on a television or using an electronic device for entertainment.
He knows that young children do better in all subjects when they read
more, but wants their motivation to read to be as much for enjoyment
as academic success.
A private showing of the Captain Underpants movie was also held during
the Festival, with Pilkey giving a special introduction for the movie. The
Festival included many other prominent children’s literature authors and
artists, who presented about their work to the over 500 attendees at the
event that also featured workshops, exhibitors and vendors.
FOSTERING INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND CREATIVITY
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Special Collections Students

Lynn Cowles, a student assistant in
the de Grummond Children’s Literature
Collection, processed the papers of Isabel
May Fowkes and Helen Galvin Cohan
under a fellowship from Sunshine Arts. At
the conclusion of the fellowship, Cowles continued processing
historical manuscripts, finishing seven small collections.

School of Library
and Information
Science practicum
students Dale
Autry and Kim
Holifield, both of whom are interested in military history, are
currently processing the 103rd Infantry Division’s records and
memorabilia from World War II.

Through a grant
from the Southern
Miss Fund, Honors
Forum recordings
from 1983-92 were
conserved and digitized for the University Archives. As a final
phase of the project, School of Library and Information Science
students, Ashley Marshall and Kathleen LeHigh, began
the transcription process with recordings of Governor Winters,
Jesse Jackson and Betty Friedan.

Eve Wade has been working in
Special Collections for three years.
She assists patrons with their research
using materials from the collections and
helps with the input of finding aids into
ArchivesSpace, the new system for finding aid management.
Wade is pursuing her PhD in history.

Rachel
McMullen
and Karli
Herndon assisted
the de Grummond
Collection to transfer approximately 20 legacy finding aids into
ArchiveSpace, Special Collections’ new system for accessioning
and describing the collection. Additionally, they processed
20 collections equaling 6.2 cubic feet. Herndon is a PhD
candidate in English and is working toward her Archives and
Special Collections certificate through the School of Library and
Information Science. McMullan is working toward her Master
of Library and Information Science.
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Miranda Lopez assisted with a variety
of duties in Special Collections. She
worked in stacks management, typing
donation lists and shelving. She is a senior,
majoring in English, and plans to pursue a
master’s degree in library and information science.

1,633 UPLOADS
documents

21 Nursing

capstone projects

479 Faculty
publications

78 Honors theses

periodical articles

75 Master’s theses
One

Open textbook

Five Data sets
94 Miscellaneous
documents

3,600

MDL added over
new items and 6,200 pages.
MDL welcomed four new
cultural heritage institutions to its
partner network.

524,024 DOWNLOADS
FROM 224 COUNTRIES
1,868

Organizational
documents

172,242

Dissertations

17,568 Nursing

139,508

Honors theses

3,255 Presentations
38,405

Master’s theses

capstone projects

1,046 Open textbooks

11,971 Faculty

319 Data sets

publications

120,035 Journal/
periodical articles

17,807

Miscellaneous
documents

DIGITAL COLLECTIONS

14,794

9,705

118 Visitors from

112,106

66% of visitors

28,452

4,041 Hours

20,066

Unique users

Page views

23,241
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687 Journal/

124 Dissertations 38 Presentations

Website visits

18

visitors from 93 different
countries spent 1,343 hours
viewing 128,024 pages and
downloading over 2,200 items.

AQUILA

31 Organizational
Jonathan Puckett assisted Special
Collections with patron requests;
researched, inventoried and re-housed
accessions; helped with displays; and
performed shelving and filing. Specifically, he
aided the processor with the Henry and Sue [Lorenzi] Sojourner
Holmes County Civil Rights Collection and volunteered during
the annual Dixie Darling Alumnae Reunion reception at
Homecoming, when the group returned to campus and visited
the archives. Puckett is majoring in history and serves on
the Southern Miss Student Archivists board as secretary and
web master. He completed an internship with the Mississippi
Department of Archives in History during the summer of 2018.

27,898

Downloads

download content

spent viewing materials

FOSTERING INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND CREATIVITY

other countries

1.75

Terabytes of newly
digitized content

Total files

Total items

19
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Cook Library Access Services implemented a half-day, mandatory orientation for student assistants from circulation, stacks
maintenance and the Cook Library Art Gallery. The entire cohort of student assistants participated in general training sessions
that included topics such as professionalism, customer service, emergency preparedness and general library information. The
students were also split into small, job-based groups to go over more unit-specific training. This hands-on group training resulted
in student employees being more engaged and giving better quality service to patrons.

University Libraries’ Digital
Collections is now powered
by Preservica, an Open Archival
Information System-compliant,
digital preservation system.
Preserving the digital objects
in their charge is the primary
purpose of Digital Collections.
They aim to preserve the
historical and academic digital
items of long-term value held
by The University of Southern
Mississippi, including Special
Collections, the Center for Oral
History and Cultural Heritage,
the Art Museum’s permanent
collection, and Aquila materials.
With this new system, digital objects are protected from
obsolescence, hardware failure and corruption, making Digital
Collections and Southern Miss history sustainable and accessible
for generations to come.
University Libraries’ Digital Collections revealed an updated
public interface. The new site contains all of the same content,
but now with enhanced viewing options. Visitors can browse over
15,000 items or search for specific items from all areas of Special
Collections, as well as the University Art Museum’s permanent
collection and over 700 oral histories from the Center for Oral
History and Cultural Heritage. Viewing items are much easier
with customizable zoom, rotation and full-screen viewing options,
as well as the ability to download items for viewing later. All items
are accompanied with robust descriptive information, increasing
discoverability and providing context for visual items.
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In 2016, University Libraries’ de Grummond Collection
received a large donation of Highlights books from Boyds Mill
Press. The largest portion of this donation included multiple
copies of various titles, which allowed the juvenile collection in
Cook Library and the curriculum lab in the Gulf Coast Library
to benefit from this donation. The faculty and staff in University
Libraries’ cataloging department continue to work through this
collection. Approximately 4,000 books, media materials and kits
for the juvenile collection, curriculum lab and the de Grummond
Collection were cataloged in 2017-18.

Each year since 2006, the Dale Center for the
Study of War and Society at The University
of Southern Mississippi has given a generous
donation of military history books to the Libraries.
Books donated are in the fields of war and society
or military history, and Foundation funds support
donations in specific areas, such as books on women
and war or war and gender, which is supported by
the Margaret Boone Dale Endowment for the Study of
Women and War. Approximately 125–150 books are
given each year by donors whose contributions ensure
the University has the most important sources for
study available. A bookplate is placed in each book to
recognize the donor.

Public Services faculty and staff continually
seek ways to provide services to the University’s
faculty and students. Research librarians offered
office hours in the College of Nursing and the
Biological Sciences Tutoring Center, and Cook
Library created a program to provide summer
circulation privileges to student assistants not
enrolled in summer term courses. Additionally, the
Gulf Coast Library adopted an online reservation
system to group study rooms, a system previously
implemented at Cook Library.

In addition to course-integrated instruction,
Research Services offers a variety of research
and instructional services to assist Southern Miss
students and faculty. Subject specialist librarians
offer general and assignment-based instruction
sessions that teach information literacy skills, such
as how to identify, locate and evaluate library
resources. Each semester, librarians at Cook
and Gulf Coast Libraries offer workshops on a
variety of topics, including academic integrity,
managing your scholarly identity and using
citation management tools. “Designing a Winning
Poster Presentation” and
“Measuring Research
Impact Using Library
Tools” were two new
workshops offered during
the 2017-18 school year.
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Through the generosity of the
Weyerhauser Company, Historical
Manuscripts and Archives received
the L.N. Dantzler Lumber Company
Collection, c 1840-1965. The Dantzler
Company obtained the first charter in
the state of Mississippi. The 75-linearfoot collection documents Mississippi’s
early timber and associated railroad
industries. In conjunction with the gift,
Special Collections also received an
oral history with long-time Dantzler
employee, John Monk.

PROVIDING SERVICES, COLLECTIONS AND RESOURCES
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Educator and private collector, Sybil Ann
Hanna, bequeathed her extensive collection
of children’s books to the de Grummond
collection. The collection arrived in May of
2018 in 92 banker boxes that were shipped from
the donor’s home in Iowa. The de Grummond
Collection has enjoyed a long-standing
relationship with Hanna.

Work began on the Digital Public Library and Knight
Foundation Grant, awarded in May 2017. Staff traveled to 15
state institutions and added nearly 3,000 pages of Mississippi
history to MDL. Additionally, a large metadata remediation project
began, and 9,727 records across 29 institutions were analyzed for
compliance with MDL’s established Metadata Best Practices. This
remediation will make the collection much more discoverable and
improve the reliability of the search by patrons.

Rare Books and
Mississippiana held its
series of annual events, which
included the 16mm Film
Festival that features 16mm
films from University Libraries’
collections. In the days before Netflix and DVDs,
movies and educational productions were shown
to classes on 16mm film. University Libraries
owns a number of these old films that were
used at Southern Miss from the 1950s to the
1980s. The goal of the 16mm Film Festival is to
showcase these films and give the community a
glimpse into the Libraries’ collections.

Southern Miss history professor and James Beard Award recipient, Dr.
Andrew P. Haley, presented his annual cookbook lecture, titled “Grave
Concerns: Cooking, Conservation and the Tchula Garden Club.” Haley, a
Southern Miss food historian, considers how an award-winning effort by the
women of Tchula expanded and challenged conservation programs in the
Mississippi Delta led by men and federal agencies.
Haley also served as judge for the annual Edible Book Festival, held each
spring at Cook Library. Edible books are made of food and are inspired
by literary titles, characters or authors. Since its inception in 1999, the
International Edible Book Festival is held annually on or around April 1 – the
birthday of Jean-Anthelme Brillat-Savarin (1755 - 1826), the French author of a
witty book on food titled Physiologie du goût. Dozens of libraries and cultural
organizations around the world have held their own festivals to celebrate his
work. University Libraries’ festival receives dozens of creations from Southern
Miss faculty, staff and students, as well as members of the community.

The third Cultural Heritage Digitization Award, created
by Mississippi Digital Library (MDL), was awarded
to Carnegie Public Library of Clarksdale and Coahoma
County. The collection consists of photographs, manuscripts,
postcards, maps, historic and original letters, slave letters,
documentation and papers, numerous and valuable family
collections of genealogies and histories, and library records
spanning from the early 1800s to the current decade.

G o l d e n E ag l e T e x t b o o k I n i t i at i v e at C o o k L i b r a ry
University Libraries at Southern Miss
implemented the Golden Eagle Textbook
Initiative (GETI) at Cook Library for the start of
the 2017 fall semester. GETI allows students
to check out general education curriculum
textbooks for up to three hours at a time.

Gunter Library engages annually in several community service projects. In partnership
with the University’s Head Start Program and the Southern Miss Gulf Coast Social Work
Club, Gunter Library was the drop-off location at GCRL for the Golden Basket Project, which
provides donations to families in need for Thanksgiving. Twenty GCRL employees organized
the donation drive, and over 50 employees provided donations. Gunter Library was also
the campus drop-off location for additional community groups collecting canned goods and
other food for the holidays.
Gunter Library’s assistant worked with the Gulf Park campus to begin a bicycle loan
program at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory. Bicycles donated by Gulf Park were
repaired, and helmets and locks were purchased. The program is free for graduate students
and employees and allows bike riders to enjoy the beautiful Halstead Road and Cedar Point
locations while staying fit. Riders borrow the bikes, helmets and locks at Gunter Library.
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Access Services librarian, Sarah Mangrum, and collection
management and acquisitions librarian, Jennifer Culley, created
this program to allow students to have a contingency plan while
securing financial aid or additional funding to purchase their
textbooks. In its first year, the program saw success with 75
items circulated 698 times.
“The price of textbooks has been on the rise for many years.
The hope is that GETI will be a way for students to stay
on top of their coursework while navigating the financial
responsibilities of higher education,” says Sarah Mangrum,
Access Services librarian.

PROVIDING SERVICES, COLLECTIONS AND RESOURCES
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Lectures, Lore and
L es s o n s : M i s s i s s i p p i at
the Bicentennial
University Libraries’ Special Collections
concluded its celebration of Mississippi’s
Bicentennial with five events in the summer
and fall of 2017. “Lectures, Lore and Lessons:
Mississippi at the Bicentennial” presented a
multifaceted view of Mississippi’s first 200
years. This official bicentennial project was made possible by a grant from the Mississippi
Humanities Council, through suppor t from the Mississippi Development Authority.

Mississippi and
Landscape

presented by Margaret McMullan
McMullan, the author of seven award-winning novels,
presented Mississippi as Landscape on July 12 at the
Hattiesburg Public Library. She is the author of When
Warhol Was Still Alive, In My Mother’s House, How I Found
the Strong, When I Crossed No-Bob and Cashay. In 2015,
she and Phillip Lopate curated Every Father’s Daughter, an
anthology of essays about fathers by great women writers,
such as Alice Munro, Ann Hood and Jane Smiley.
McMullan has been the recipient of various honors and
awards. She was the recipient of a NEA Fellowship in
literature, a Fulbright at the University of Pécs in Pécs,
Hungary, and the National Author Winner of the 2011
Eugene and Marilyn Glick Indiana Authors Award. In
2007, she was the Eudora Welty Visiting Writer at Millsaps
College in Jackson. She was the Melvin Peterson Endowed
Chair in Literature and Creative Writing at the University
of Evansville, where she taught for 25 years. She writes fulltime now in Pass Christian, Mississippi.
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Cotton, Catfish and
Cochran: Mississippi’s
Place in U.S.
Agricultural Policy

Presented by Joe Weinberg

Dr. Joseph Weinberg, assistant professor of political
science, presented “Cotton, Catfish and Cochran:
Mississippi’s Place in U.S. Agricultural Policy” on September
14. Weinberg discussed the ways in which the agricultural
interests of Mississippi have been influenced by the United
States government and how, in turn, these interests have
shaped U.S. agricultural policy. Much of this relationship
is defined by the legacy of powerful legislators, such as
John Stennis, Jamie Whitten and now Thad Cochran. In his
lecture, Weinberg shared how their presence has impacted
Mississippi and what the future holds for our state’s
biggest industry.
Weinberg is originally from Asheville, North Carolina, and
spent five years working on Agriculture Policy for the U.S.
House of Representatives. After a myriad of “agricultural
adventures” at North Carolina State University, Weinberg
received his PhD in International Relations from UNCChapel Hill and has been an assistant professor of political
science at Southern Miss since 2012. His primary research
interests are international agriculture trade policy and
United States farm policy.
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S ta r s , B a r s a n d F D R : M e d i a a n d
M o m e n t s at C a m p S h e l b y
presented by Dr. Willie Tubbs

Dr. Willie R. Tubbs discussed Camp Shelby during World
War II as seen through The Reveille, the base’s newspaper,
in his lecture, “Stars, Bars and FDR: Media and Moments at
Camp Shelby,” on October 24. Tubbs explored the rich insight
the newspaper provides into life on the base during the war.
Encounters with the nation's political elite, top brass, celebrities
and famed fighting units awaited the many thousands of
soldiers who passed through Camp Shelby on their way to or
from the war.
However, among all the positives, The Reveille reminds
us that deprivation, illicit activities and racial tension also
factored into the story of Camp Shelby in the early 1940s. The
base newspaper allows us to relive everything from Franklin
Roosevelt's visit to the arrival of Japanese American fighting
men to Camp Shelby officers' crackdown on soldiers visiting the
long list of off-limits bars and businesses in Hattiesburg.
Tubbs is an assistant professor of communication at the
University of West Florida. He holds a bachelor's degree
in journalism from Louisiana College, a master's degree in
interactive media from Quinnipiac University, and a doctorate
in mass communication from The University of Southern
Mississippi. His dissertation, Forward Myth, focused on
domestic military base newspapers from 1941-81.

200 Years of
Mississippi Music

presented by Greg Johnson

University of Mississippi blues curator, Greg Johnson,
delivered a multimedia presentation on the history of
music in Mississippi in the final event of the Bicentennial
series. “200 Years of Mississippi Music” celebrated
Mississippi’s diverse musical heritage and discussed the
array of musical offerings across our state and looked at
their historical roots.
A graduate of The University of Southern Mississippi’s
School of Music in 2000 and the School of Library and
Information Science in 2002, Johnson has served as blues
curator and associate professor in Archives and Special
Collections at the University of Mississippi since 2002.
He is the co-author of 100 Books Every Blues Fan Should
Own (Roman & Littlefield, 2014) and was the consulting
editor for the Encyclopedia of the Blues (Routledge,
2006). As a multi-instrumentalist, he regularly
performs in multiple genres from traditional
Irish and Americana folk to
jazz and classical.

M a s s i v e R e s i s ta n c e i n
Mississippi, a Panel Discussion

Panelists: Stephanie Rolph, Olivia Moore, Rebecca Tuuri,
Jennifer Brannock
This panel focused on the ways in which segregationists fought
to silence the voices of civil rights activists in Mississippi. The
panelists discussed organized groups, less formal resistance,
and the archival collections that document the backlash
activists faced in the state.
The panel included Dr. Stephanie Rolph, professor of history,
Millsaps College; Jennifer Brannock, University Libraries’
curator of Rare Books and Mississippiana at Southern Miss;
Olivia Moore, doctoral student in the Department of History
at Southern Miss; and Dr. Rebecca Tuuri, assistant professor of
history at Southern Miss.
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E x h i b i ts F e at u r i n g
M at e r i a ls i n S p e c i a l
Collections
Cook Library Lobby

By the Numbers
DE GRUMMOND
COLLECTION

207

Reference inquiries

128

Odd Ar tifacts from Special Collections

Researchers

The Great War, 1914-1918

47

Season of the Witch

Tours with
497 people

Civil Rights

15

Special events
with 743 people

12

Instruction sessions
with 212 people

65

Donors gave
51.82 cubic ft.
of manuscripts

499

Boxes used from
156 collections

425

Donors gave
12,549 books

Half-Baked and Hungry: Cookbooks in
Special Collections at Southern Miss
The Ar t of Natural History
Children’s Book Festival
AAEC Editorial Car toon Collection

De Grummond Exhibit Room,
Cook Library

HISTORICAL
MANUSCRIPTS
AND UNIVERSITY
ARCHIVES

Gems from de Grummond: The Works of
Wendell Minor and Melissa Sweet

25

Accessions totaling
368.6 cubic ft.
from prior years
inventoried

24

Retention schedules
approved by
Mississippi State
Records Committee

10

57,338

Transfers to
University Archives

Downloads of The
Talon, bulletin and
yearbooks

3,380

37

The Humor of Syd Hoff and Works of
Madeleine L’Engle

Cleanth Brooks Reading Room,
McCain Library and Archives
Mississippi Bicentennial: Celebrating the

RARE BOOKS AND
MISSISSIPPIANA

Books used by
patrons

State’s 200th Anniversary
Spaced Out: The Atomic Age of Children’s
Book Cover Design
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51

Instruction classes
taught to 892
students
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Research
consultations with
students

35

Donations received

112

Additional cubic
feet added to
University Archives
and Historical
Manuscripts,
bringing the total
holdings to 7,711

874

Patron visits to the
reading room

89

Donors donated
4,045 items
29

Chloe Bui

Vietnam
Junior, Marketing

CULTIVATING
STUDENTS

When I am not in class, working, or involved in oncampus activities, I can be found in the library studying
on my own or with friends. The fifth floor, which is a quiet
space, provides an ideal environment to stay focused and
complete my work on time.
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I have classes that require research, and it can be quite
overwhelming, so I take advantage of the assistance offered
by the research librarians to get the help I need with my
assignments. I have had amazing experiences with the
librarians and staff in Circulation, Research Services and
Interlibrary Loan. They consistently provide excellent service
and assist students in getting the most from the library.

Jamion Burney

Saucier, Miss.
Senior, Psychology

I can be found in the library at least twice a week, particularly when I need to find a quiet place to study,
but I also take advantage of the electronic articles for research. I especially love the wealth of information
that can be found in the library.
We are often taught that libraries are simply a place where books are found, but in my time on the Gulf
Park campus, I have discovered that libraries are designed to foster thought, encourage discovery and
support innovation. Libraries serve as a bridge between knowledge of the past and discoveries of the future.

Obrie
Scarborough

Laurel, Miss.
Junior, Biology (Pre-Med)

I love that I can go to the library and find a quiet place to
study, get any technical or research help I need, or meet
up with friends to have a group study session, all in one
building. During the fall and spring semesters, I average
approximately 15 hours per week studying in the library.
The library houses helpful resources that include spaces
for group study, printing services, and the classic catalog
for research.
I love the library because there are few other places where
so many resources and services are gathered together for
anyone to use. Not only does a library preserve knowledge,
but it is also able to pass this information on to anyone
willing to learn.
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K ay t l i n D o r r i s

Bay St. Louis, Miss.
Senior , Tourism Management

I can be found in the library at least one to three times a week. Not only is it a quiet place to study, the
resources are great. Places that provide information are important to our growth and development as
students. It is valuable to have a library to use for studying, learning and becoming a better person.
I love using the library because everyone is there for the same purpose, to study and learn, and the appreciation
of academia is exciting. The Gulf Coast Library is a great place to study, and the view isn’t bad either!

CULTIVATING STUDENTS
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D r . A n d r e w P. H a l e y

Dr. Rebecca Tuuri

INSPIRING FACULTY

Associate Professor, History
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Libraries are the only place I know of where no matter
what your passion is, there is someone ready to help you
to explore it. The library acquired an etiquette guide and
cookbook, written in both English and a foreign language recently. It was missing the
cover and the front pages, and I had no clue as to why it was written or who used it. For
the next hour and a half, an archivist and I raced to see who could discover its origins
first. I lost. It turned out to be a manual for Japanese servants working in the homes of
General Douglas MacArthur’s staff during their occupation of Japan. It even included a
recipe from Jean MacArthur, Douglas MacArthur’s second wife.
Historical research takes one to every corner of the library, and the stacks are a magical
place. In the past month, I have found and read books on the history of garden clubs and
cereal magnate, W. K. Kellogg, and have browsed a guide to Mississippi produced by
the Works Progress Administration, a Great Depression-era federal relief program. My
favorite resource is the newspaper collection on the second floor, and recently I have been
reading papers from Mississippi Delta communities in the 1960s.

Assistant Professor, History

Walking around the stacks on the third, fourth
and fifth floors takes me back to the day when
I was an undergraduate student just beginning
to write a new paper. The smell of books is the smell of possibility! I would
search for a book and then browse the books in the vicinity to find others
that were similar. I still like to go and browse the stacks because you never
know what you will find.
I also love the faculty and staff at the library. All of the librarians and
archivists go out of their way to help me and my students find the best
resources possible for our research projects. They all give 110%.

Dr. Alan Thompson

Associate Professor, Criminal Justice

Dr. Max Grivno

Associate Professor, History

The library is essential to my research and teaching.
Indeed, I could not do my job without the library. I use
newspapers on microfilm, books and journal articles,
and the materials housed in the Mississippiana and Manuscripts collections, and my
students use the library for a range of classes.
Libraries are the heart of a research university. They are where faculty and students
encounter the written word, which is about as close to immortality as people can
get. Then there are moments of serendipity, when we encounter authors almost by
accident, and they change our lives. As an undergraduate, I spent long nights in the
library’s stacks and stumbled across writers who are influential in my life decades
later – Kierkegaard, Julian of Norwich and Thomas Merton. It is not just the ideas; it
is the palpable—the tangible—connection to the past we get when handling a book
manuscript that might be hundreds of years old. There is something almost magical
about cracking open a worn volume, looking at the marginalia, and realizing that
generations of people have flipped through this book and wrestled with the ideas.
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I learned as a graduate student that there is
absolutely no substitute for actually going to
the library and physically laying your hands on
an original source of information. And while times have certainly changed
so that more information is available digitally, there remains no better way
or place to do research the “right way.” Not only is the library an intellectual
hub and resource for the University and local community, but it is also a
quiet place one can go to escape the many distractions and frustrations that
increasingly impose upon our days.
Both the reference resources and librarians are among the absolute best
and represent an exceptional source of knowledge vital to maintaining an
informed and thoughtful public. Not only is the library a virtually limitless
point of access to all forms of human knowledge accumulated and recorded
thus far, but it is also a place where diverse thoughts and perspectives
converge to inspire future knowledge that incrementally advances mankind.

INSPIRING FACULTY
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Anderson Orr

RECOGNIZING
DONORS

Since 2014, Jennifer Brannock, Special Collections’ curator
of Rare Books and Mississippiana, has partnered with Dr.
Andrew Haley, associate professor of history, to collect and
preserve cookbooks that reflect the culinary, social and
cultural history of Mississippi. Dr. Haley, director of the
Mississippi Community Cookbook Project, uses cookbooks
as tools to research food, local communities, and those who
created the cookbooks.
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In October of 2017, Anderson Orr donated more than 2,500
cookbooks to University Libraries’ collection. Orr, a resident
of Norfolk, Va., and a native of Carthage, Miss., made the
donation as a tribute to his mother, the late Lessie Katherine
Amsler of Leakesville, Miss., and a 1920 graduate of Southern
Miss, when it was known as Mississippi Normal College.
Special Collections and the Mississippi Community Cookbook
Project now has the largest collection of cookbooks in
Mississippi, and the donation from Orr has made Southern
Miss the place to study food. “There are first editions of
major works by James Beard, Julia Child and Richard Olney, canonical works on French and American cuisine, especially
Southern cooking, and a nearly complete collection of cookbooks on bread,” Haley said. “Historians of cooking will, of
course, want to use this collection, but so will chefs, nutritionists and, honestly, anyone who loves to eat.”
“This donation from Anderson Orr expands the Mississippi Community Cookbook Project by looking at regional, national
and international cookbooks that influence local cooking,” said Brannock. “We’re extremely fortunate to receive this
collection and proud to bring the cookbooks of Anderson and his mother back to Mississippi.”
Orr earned his PhD in English literature from the University of Virginia and was a member of the faculty at Virginia
Wesleyan University for 32 years. He began collecting cookbooks and discovered an enjoyment for cooking and
entertaining while earning his PhD. Orr attributes his mother as his inspiration for cooking. She subscribed to House and
Garden and Gourmet, and she had a sense that “all communal meals were sacramental.”
Orr began buying cookbooks to help him become a better cook, and in the beginning, he focused on French food. He
counts “a rather battered copy in French of Mme. St. Ange” from the library of an American ocean liner that was found at
Goodwill by a friend as one of the titles that stands out to him, as well as a few small French cookbooks from a rare dealer
in France, sent to him by Elizabeth David, an English food writer.
“It makes me very happy to give this collection in memory of my mother, who would be very happy for it to be going to
Mississippi, for which she had a great and unwavering love,” Orr said. “Although she spent her last years in Virginia, she
never thought it really measured up.”
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Linda Pieklik
At least two times a year, the de Grummond Collection can count on a visit from
Linda Pieklik, one of de Grummond’s most faithful donors. Pieklik is known to
bring as many as 700 books that she has collected, with de Grummond in mind,
on each of her visits.
It was while living in Jackson that Pieklik became familiar with the de
Grummond Collection. Throughout her life, she has been passionate about
giving her time, money and gifts, and after her discovery of de Grummond,
she added children’s books to her passions. She is a longtime volunteer for
Goodwill, and while sorting through donations, she would find children’s books
and set them aside to purchase for de Grummond. Pieklik also took advantage
of the author and illustrator signings at Lemuria Bookstore as a place to pick
up books. While she is on the lookout for books for her grandchildren, she never
forgets about de Grummond.
“We never know what treasures we will find in a Linda Pieklik donation! We
are accustomed to receiving generous donations, but sometimes there are
duplications of titles we already possess. Linda, however, checks the library
catalog, which means she rarely gives us duplicates,” says Ellen Ruffin, curator of
the de Grummond Collection.
Pieklik now lives in Hattiesburg, and her work picked up right where she left off.
She is still a volunteer with Goodwill in the Hattiesburg location and has followed
the same process of setting aside books for de Grummond. Before every purchase
or find, she examines the library catalog, and if we do not have the books, she
purchases them and places them in her “to be delivered” box. Now that a twohour drive isn’t necessary, her deliveries are more frequent.
Through her affiliation with de Grummond, Pieklik discovered the Mississippi
Community Cookbook Project that is managed by Jennifer Brannock, curator
of Rare Books and Mississippiana in Special Collections, and Andrew Haley, a
University professor of history. She now collects cookbooks to add to this project.
The Mississippiana Collection has a very prominent and growing Mississippi
cookbook collection, and Pieklik’s donations are significant to the continued
growth of the collection.
“Linda has been a godsend to us! She has been giving to the Mississippiana
Collection for about four years, and it has been amazing. Her work going through
books at the Goodwill has brought us items we couldn’t have found elsewhere.
She finds the most remarkable items,” says Jennifer Brannock.
Brannock also says that it can be difficult to find signed copies of books, but Pieklik does not have that problem. She has
brought in a number of signed books that would have been difficult to find. It just shows how secondhand stores are so
important to libraries looking for special and obscure items.
Pieklik graduated from Southern Miss with a degree in special education and has always felt great appreciation for her
experiences here. As a student, she was a member of Pi Beta Phi sorority, whose philanthropic effort, Read>Lead>Achieve,
inspires a lifelong love of reading that can unlock true potential and create a more literate and productive society. Her
continuous work and donations to the de Grummond Collection provides a way for her to give back to the University, and
it has become her mission.
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Richard Peck
Richard Peck had a longstanding relationship with Southern Miss through his affiliation with the de Grummond Collection
and the Fay B. Kaigler Children’s Book Festival. In 1991, he was the recipient of The University of Southern Mississippi
Medallion, an award for distinguished service in the field of children’s literature. He also served as the Keats Lecturer, and
in 2010, was the de Grummond Lecturer. His appearances at the festival always brought large crowds.
“In 2010, when Richard was the de Grummond Lecturer, he also spoke as a guest of the Honors Forum. As is the case
in any university, students are required to complete an evaluation, and when Richard’s evaluations came in, I sent them
to him because they were glowing. He was an amazing man,” said Ellen Ruffin, curator of the de Grummond Children’s
Literature Collection.
His relationship with the de Grummond Collection began in 1985 when he began donating his papers to the Collection,
which is the repository of his literary archive. Having Peck’s papers in the Collection is invaluable, but his donations didn’t
stop there.
In late 2016, his first gift in the amount of $100,000 was received. Half of this gift went toward the development of the
de Grummond Collection, and the other half was given in an endowment to support scholarships to the Fay B. Kaigler
Children’s Book Festival. The scholarship allows recipients to secure accommodations and registration to the festival. The
first scholarship was awarded for the 2018 festival. In December of 2017, Peck gave his second gift of $100,000 to be
divided in the same manner as his first.
“We have a dedicated group of librarians and teachers from the Southeast region and beyond who, because of budget
shortfalls, sometimes find it difficult to attend. However, Mr. Peck’s generosity will make it easier for professionals or
followers of children’s literature to make their way to the Festival,” said Karen Rowell, coordinator of the Fay B. Kaigler
Children’s Book Festival.
Peck is the acclaimed author of 35 novels for children and young adults. He won the Newbery Medal for A Year Down
Yonder, a Newbery Honor for A Long Way from Chicago, the Scott O’Dell Award for The River Between Us, the Edgar
Allen Poe Award for Are You in the House Alone?, and many others. He was the first children’s author to ever have been
awarded a National Humanities Medal and was twice a National Book Award Finalist.
Peck was born in Decatur, Illinois, and lived in New York City for nearly 50 years until his death in May 2018.
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E z r a J a c k K e at s F o u n d at i o n
Carol
Edmonston
In December of 2017, the de Grummond
Collection received a generous financial gift
to establish a Syd Hoff Research Fellowship
from Carol Edmonston. Edmonston, who is
the niece of acclaimed cartoonist Syd Hoff,
contacted de Grummond approximately
two years ago, after she discovered that her
uncle’s papers were part of the de Grummond Collection. Hoff’s work spans nearly a century, and she has been dedicated
in her efforts to archive his life’s work.
Edmonston was interested in learning more about de Grummond, so she made plans to visit Hattiesburg and discuss the
possibility of a significant addition to the Syd Hoff collection. She first visited Hattiesburg in November of 2017 and later
returned for the Fay B. Kaigler Children’s Book Festival in April 2018.
Edmonston is an inspirational speaker, transformational artist and human potential advocate. She shares valuable insights
on the health and financial benefits of living a joy-filled and stress-free life. Edmonston is a two-time breast cancer survivor
and speaks on ways to transcend chaos, confusion and life’s challenges. She shares her message with children, as well as
adults, and is the author of Connections…the Sacred Journey Between Two Points and Create While You Wait…a Doodle
Book for All Ages. In her experiential workshops for children and teachers, she also strives to keep the legacy of her uncle
alive. She has been profiled in The New York Times and has appeared in Woman’s World, ElleGirl and Women’s Health &
Fitness, among others. Her story appears in Chicken Soup for the Breast Cancer Survivor’s Soul.
Syd Hoff is regarded as one of the foremost cartoonists in the United States. He is the author of over 150 books for young
readers, including Danny and the Dinosaur, a true children’s classic. Hoff contributed 571 cartoons to The New Yorker
between 1931 and 1975. Drawing on his experiences, the immigrant Jewish population and the Depression became the
arena of focus in which he managed to bring lightness and humor. “Even in tough times, everyone is waiting to be amused,
to laugh, to smile,” Hoff once said.
Edmonston loved her uncle for
his kindness, sense of humor and
stories of his days in New York.
He inspired her own interest
in drawing. To Edmonston,
he was always “Uncle Syd”
before anything, and he was an
incredible, humble man.
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In 1980, Ezra Jack Keats was awarded The University of Southern Mississippi Medallion for
outstanding service in the field of children’s literature. However, the relationship between the Ezra Jack
Keats Foundation and the de Grummond Collection began in 1984 when the collection became the
sole repository for the work of Ezra Jack Keats. The illustrations were added a few years later in 1989,
completing the archive. In 2012, the Foundation brought the Ezra Jack Keats Book Award to Southern Miss from the New
York Public Library, to be administered by the de Grummond Collection.
Additionally, the Ezra Jack Keats Foundation, the Janina Domanska Literary Estate, and the de Grummond Collection
established a fellowship to allow scholars and researchers to visit the collection for their research. This fellowship awards
grants to scholars engaged in projects based substantially on the holdings to the de Grummond Collection. The fellowship
is competitive, and a jury of professors rate the proposals and select the recipients. As a result, researchers from all parts
of the United States, as well as Europe, visit the collection.
The relationship with the Keats Foundation is one of University Libraries’ most important. Since 2012, the Foundation has
been donating funds to the Libraries to assist with the management and promotion of the Book Award, which is presented
annually at the Fay B. Kaigler Children’s Book Festival. In 2018, the Foundation donated additional funds to continue the
promotion of the archive and the Book Award and ensure the future of the Book Award at Southern Miss.
The faculty and staff of the de Grummond Collection and University Libraries organize the annual meeting, where the
books nominated for the Book Award are reviewed and selected by a committee comprised of nine nationally recognized
early childhood education specialists, librarians, authors and illustrators, who are all experts in children’s literature. Part of
the Keats Foundation's gift includes a reward of $3,000 given to the winning new writer and new illustrator.
The Keats Foundation’s passion for children’s literature and increasing awareness of diversity in children’s literature is
evident in Deborah Pope, the executive director of the Foundation. “It is a joy each year to recognize and encourage new
writers and illustrators who create beautiful books for the multicultural children of America, through the Ezra Jack Keats
Book Award. The increase in the award this year reflects our dedication to increasing diversity in children’s literature. It
also serves to bring greater attention to artists who, like Ezra, seek to inspire all children to achieve their full potential—
which I believe will strengthen and enrich our country,” says Pope.
Under the stewardship of curator Ellen Ruffin, the de Grummond Collection has mounted exhibitions of Keats’ work and
lent material for others, such as the major retrospective, “The Snowy Day and the Art of Ezra Jack Keats” (2011-14). De
Grummond actively participated in the third annual Mississippi Book Festival, loaning original pieces from Keats’ The
Snowy Day for display.
In 1962, Ezra Jack Keats quietly inspired change with his groundbreaking book, The Snowy Day—the first to feature
an African-American child as the hero in a mainstream picture book. With this book, Keats broke the color barrier in
children’s publishing by making it possible for all children, regardless of race or ethnicity, to dream. A Caldecott Awardwinning children’s book author and illustrator, he went on to create a large body of work, including such well-loved books
as Whistle for Willie, A Letter to Amy,
Peter’s Chair and Goggles!.
Keats (1916-83) was a pioneer in
American children’s literature. He
based the lives of his multicultural
characters on his childhood but added
loving parents, friends and pets. He
wanted no child to be an outsider. “If
we could see each other exactly as the
other is,” he wrote, “this would be a
different world.”
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ELENA AZADBAKHT

Humanities, Libraries, & Partnerships: A Critical Examination
of Labor, Networks, and Community. Oxford: Chandos
Publishing, 2018.

FACULTY AND STAFF
AWARDS, PRESENTATIONS
AND PUBLICATIONS

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, HEALTH AND NURSING LIBRARIAN,
COOK LIBRARY
PRESENTATIONS

++

Azadbakht, Elena. “Useful and Usable: Usability Testing for
Library Website Redesign.” Mississippi Library Association
Annual Conference, October 2017.

Brannock, Jennifer; Carey, Craig; Inman, Joyce. “Starting
from the Archives: Digital Humanities Partnerships, Projects,
and Pedagogies.” Robin Kear and Kate Joranson, eds. Digital
Humanities, Libraries, & Partnerships: A Critical Examination
of Labor, Networks, and Community. Oxford: Chandos
Publishing, 2018.

PUBLIC ATIONS

++

Azadbakht, Elena; Blair, John; Jones, Lisa. “Everyone’s invited: A
website usability study involving multiple library stakeholders.”
Information Technology and Libraries, 36:4 (2017).

JOSH CROMWELL

INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY COORDINATOR, COOK LIBRARY
PRESENTATIONS

JENNIFER BRANNOCK

Professor, CURATOR OF RARE BOOKS AND MISSISSIPPIANA,
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
PRESENTATIONS

++
++
++
++
++
++

++

++
++

Brannock, Jennifer. Preserving Historical Documents, Books, &
Artifacts. Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, Hattiesburg, MS, 2018.
Brannock, Jennifer; Haley, Andrew. Mississippi Community Cookbook
Project. Four Seasons Garden Club, Hattiesburg, MS, 2018.
Brannock, Jennifer; Haley, Andrew. Mississippi Community
Cookbook Project. Nahoula Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, Laurel, MS, 2018.
Brannock, Jennifer; Haley, Andrew. Mississippi Community
Cookbook Project. Westminster Church Retiree Group,
Hattiesburg, MS, 2018.
Brannock, Jennifer. Bombs, Bibles, and Aliens: A Look at Three
Unique Mississippi Events. Osher Lifelong Learning Institute,
Hattiesburg, MS, 2017.
Brannock, Jennifer. Civil Rights in the Archives: The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly. Presenter on the panel Massive Resistance
in Mississippi, Mississippi Bicentennial Lecture Series, The
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS, 2017.
Brannock, Jennifer; Haley, Andrew P. The Cooks, The Recipes,
The Librarian & The Historian: Preserving Local History Through
Cookbooks. Mississippi Library Association Annual Conference,
Hattiesburg, MS, 2017.

PUBLIC ATIONS

++
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Brannock, Jennifer; Haley, Andrew. “Beans and Cornbread: The
Pragmatic Crusade to Document Women’s History Through
Cookbooks.” Robin Kear and Kate Joranson, eds. Digital
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++

Cromwell, Josh; Thompson, Alan; Sones, Emileigh; Vera, Michael.
“Open Educational Resources and USM’s Open Textbook
Initiative,” Teaching Forum, USM Center for Faculty Development.

TRACY ENGLERT

Cromwell, Josh; Tipton, Jocelyn. “A New Kind of Academic
Freedom: Library-Led Initiatives to Promote Adoption of
Open Educational Resources,” Mississippi Library Association
Annual Conference, October 18, 2017.

PUBLIC ATIONS

Cromwell, Josh. “Aquila Rising: Stories of Impact from an
Institutional Repository,” Mississippi Library Association
Annual Conference, October 19, 2017.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LIBRARIAN,
COOK LIBRARY

++

++

JENNIFER CULLEY

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, COLLECTION MANAGEMENT AND
ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIAN, COOK LIBRARY
PRESENTATIONS

++

Culley, Jennifer; Cromwell, Josh. “Southern Miss Institutional
Repository Conference, The University of Southern
Mississippi.” Journal of Electronic Resources Librarianship
29:3. (September 2017) p. 181-183.

PUBLIC ATIONS

++

Culley, Jennifer; Human, Cindy. “Ordering e-books from a print
book vendor.” Charleston Conference Proceedings (2017).

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY LIBRARIAN,
COOK LIBRARY
PUBLIC ATIONS

++

++
++

PRESENTATIONS

++

Englert, Tracy; Azadbakht, Elena. “Promoting Student
Wellbeing through a Student Success Collection,” In Brewster,
L. & McNicol, S. (Eds.), Bibliotherapy. Facet Publishing,
expected August 2018.

MICHELE FRASIER-ROBINSON

XIAOJIE DUAN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CATALOG LIBRARIAN, COOK LIBRARY

Englert, Tracy; Azadbakht, Elena. “Collaborating on Science
Programming.” In Bryant, T. & Cain, J. (Eds.), Libraries and
Nonprofits: Collaboration for the Public Good. Library Juice
Press, forthcoming 2018.

Duan, Xiaojie. “Global Solutions, International Project in Libraries,”
American Library Association Annual Conference, June 2018.

FACULTY AND STAFF AWARDS, PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

Frasier-Robinson, Michele. Review of So High a Blood: The
Story of Margaret Douglas, the Tudor that Time Forgot.
CHOICE: Current Reviews for Academic Libraries, 55:2
(2017), 0779.
Frasier-Robinson, Michele. “Everyone Loves Free Stuff!
Open Educational Resources for K-12.” Mississippi Library
Association Annual Conference, October 2017.
Frasier-Robinson, Michele. “The Best Things in Life are
Free: Open Educational Resources for K-12.” West Virginia
Library Association/Southeastern Library Association Joint
Conference, November 2017.
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LINDA GINN

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, CATALOG LIBRARIAN, COOK LIBRARY
PRESENTATIONS

++

Ginn, Linda. “Digital Bookplates: Old Technology and
New Applications,” Mississippi Library Association Annual
Conference, October 2017.

ANNE HUDSON

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, ARTS AND LETTERS LIBRARIAN,
COOK LIBRARY
PRESENTATIONS

++
++

Hudson, Anne. “Sharing Faculty Collaboration Success Stories.”
Mississippi Library Association Annual Conference, October 2017.
Hudson, Anne. “OER Faculty Librarian Collaboration: Service
with a Smile.” West Virginia Library Association/Southeastern
Library Association Joint Conference, November 2017.

PUBLIC ATIONS

++

Review of Freshwater Road: A Novel. Mississippi Libraries
80:3 (2017), 63.

ADRIENNE MCPHAUL

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, SCIENCE, HEALTH AND NURSING
LIBRARIAN, GULF COAST LIBRARY

J OYC E S H AW

Professor, Head Librarian, GUNTER LIBRARY AT THE GULF
COAST RESEARCH LABORATORY
PRESENTATIONS

++

++
++
++

PRESENTATIONS

++
++

McPhaul, Adrienne. “Academic Writing Groups: Can Peer
Pressure Help You Tell Your Story?” Mississippi Library
Association Annual Meeting, October 2017.
McPhaul, Adrienne. “Connecting on Campus with Academic
Writing Groups.” West Virginia Library Association/Southeastern
Library Association Joint Conference, November 2017.

++

Shaw, J. M. 2018. RBMS Forum: “Documenting and Raising
Awareness of the Effects of Climate Change” (ACRL RBMS),
American Library Association Annual Conference, New
Orleans, LA, June 24, 2018.
Shaw, J. M. 2018. “Response and Resiliency: Challenges in the
Aftermath of a Disaster,” 21st Atmospheric Science Librarians
International Conference, Austin, TX, January 2018.
Shaw, J. M. 2018. “How Aquila Saved Gulf and Caribbean
Research,” Rising Tides in Research & Preservation: SAIL
Annual Conference, April 17-20, 2018.
Shaw, J. M. 2018. “Institutional Repositories: Documents,
Data, and Beyond,” Rising Tides in Research & Preservation:
SAIL Annual Conference, April 17-20, 2018.
Shaw, J. M. 2017. “The Story of 70 Years of Field Experience for
Students at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory,” Mississippi
Library Association Annual Conference, October 17-20, 2017.

LORRAINE STUART

PUBLIC ATIONS

Associate Professor, HEAD OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, CURATOR
OF ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPTS

++

PRESENTATIONS

McPhaul, Adrienne. “Connecting on Campus: An Academic
Writing Group Pilot.” Mississippi Libraries 81:1 (2018), 8-13.

B E T T Y S H AW

ACCESS SERVICES FINANCIAL COORDINATOR, GULF COAST LIBRARY
AWARDS

++
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Outstanding Staff Award, Southern Miss Gulf Park Campus

++

Stuart, Lorraine A., co-organizer with Joyce Ray, Johns Hopkins
University, and co-moderator with Tom Clareson of Lyrassis. Forum
with panelists Carol Bartels, The Historic New Orleans Collection;
Kenneth Bicknell, Metro Los Angeles; Elizabeth Joffrion, Western
Washington University; Kris Kiesling, University of Minnesota. (G)
LAMonomics: The Economic Drivers and Barriers to Collaboration
across Libraries, Archives and Museums for 2018 ALA annual
meeting. New Orleans, June 2018.
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